2002 chevy malibu fuel pump

For more information go to DriveMotive fuel pumps deliver the right amount of fuel for all loads
and speeds. Built to last and engineered for clean, consistent flow, DriveMotive fuel pumps are
ready to restore smooth performance and superior efficiency to your en Great fit, efficient
performance, and robust style are the defining characteristics of Airtex's original equipment
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California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement. I pull up to house turn off car,
come out few minutes later to leave and car won't start. When I roll key forward I get all dash
indicator lights for secs then just oil, battery, and check engine stay lit after. Car cranks but no
fire. All fuses and relays have been checked in both the interior as well as the engine
compartment fuse blocks. I have no pressure in the fuel lines and where you could clearing hear
the fuel pump priming before, you no longer can. Plus I find it hard to believe the fuel pump just
died without any signs and regardless I should have 12 volts to the fuel pump with key in the
ON position whether pump is bad or not. Never had an issue with the passlock before and the
light is not now nor has ever been blinking. I have tried the relearn process in the 10 minute
increment and the 30 minute increments, both with 1,2, and 3 cycles. I have a Haynes guide that
has a diagram for continuity testing the switch but the connector displayed does not look like
mine. So in curiosity I disassembled the ignition switch further only to find the contact pads
underneath all burnt up minus 1 or 2. I'll attach pictures below. Not sure is this is normal or if
the burns even make a difference but cleaning pads had no effect after reinstall. Kevin
answered 8 years ago. You're god sent, I have power from engine priming at the volt rear
connector for the fuel pump. Only thing left in the equation could be a bad pump or clogged fuel
filter. Either way, virtually same issue. I'll update in day or two after I try changing out pump.
Someone in another forum suggested this, ""Try tapping the tank with a rubber mallet and see if
it starts. Fuel pumps can die without any warning. I had one do that on a Pontiac that I had
years ago. You say it cranks, but there's no fire, though, which leads me to believe it could
either be a crank position sensor or cam position sensor that's crapped out on you. Check your
Haynes manual, there should be information as to how to check them and the voltage that you
should read. I don't have a manual on your car. In my opinion, in regards to the two sensors I
don't think they would effect the fuel pumps ability to prime though, pre-cranking. On key turn
to on position, not crank, I normally hear the fuel pump priming loud as shit. I don't get that
now. Similarly with the cam position sensor. Don't get me wrong I'm not certified mechanic, just
going on deductive reasoning. Riccardo answered 8 years ago. Indy answered 7 years ago. Hey
Man, I know this was a year ago, but I am having the same problem and I already changed the
fuel pump and it didn't help,unless the new pump was bad. If you get this message, would you
tell me what happened in your situation?? Indy, I'm in the same position you are. Mechanics
changed out the fuel pump and gave me a new filter and the car still did the same thing. They
tried the cam and crank sensor switches also to no avail. They gave up after 3 weeks with no
explantion and no fix. Next door neighbor backyard mechanic looked at it and said clogged fuel
line. Trying to figure out now how to tackle that Hay guys so i realized reading all these different
web pages that no one ever tells what ended up being wrong. They replaced it and it starts
every time now. I hope this can help someone save time and a boat load of money. I'd start by
un-doing the Black battery cable that attaches to the chassis and wirebrush that one till shiny
Fizzwidget answered 5 years ago. They also recommend only using your car key with no other
keys or fob on it. I have this problem with my car and I spent a lot of money trying to find why it
wouldn't start. Hope this helps. This has been happening to me to off and on for 6 months I

couldn't figure out what it was. It wouldn't start. It started right away! This has been happening
to me for the past 8 months, I have had the fuel pump and filter replaced, a fuel injector port,
and failed smog for electronics not smog. I just read these possible fixes after I was stuck at a
store and had to call for a ride. I went back and put my key on ACC until the anti theft light
stopped flashing turned key off and my car started right up. Thissitehelppedme answered 5
years ago. Hey everyone. Just wanted to say this site just saved me a bunch of money. I had the
same problem with the Malibu not turning over and the people I called all said fuel pump or filter
or clogged fuel line. I googled the problem came here tried the anti theft thing and it worked!!!!
Only thing I will add is someone told me to repeat the process 3 times to re program the anti
theft to prevent it from happening again. I'm not sure if it did reprogram it but I did the process
three times and it's working now so I'm very happy. Thank god for the Internet. Thank you guys.
I hope more people with the same problem read this and save themselves the money and the
stress! Sconsolle answered 5 years ago. This is currently happening to me. It happened the first
time six month ago. It's currently in the AAC position. I'm waiting And it works. Brian answered
5 years ago. I found out that my oil sensor was not working right and that it would have an
effect on my tach as well who would have known. Now the car starts ever time. So mines would
start after 15mins or so, now it takes up to 3 hours! Mechanic fixing a bunch of parts and
racking up a bill, that I can't afford.. Still no avail.. SMH I'm just going to sell it and never buy a
chevy again. Because I took it to a alarm shop, they said it was something else since the
anti-theft light doesn't come on or blink, took it to a mechanic and they say its the anti-theft. I
don't have time for the back and forth. Sophia answered 5 years ago. JessKa answered 5 years
ago. I suspect mine is going to go out again in a few months. Laura answered 4 years ago.
Mnilan43 answered 4 years ago. I want to thank you all, I just had this issue. Dorenda answered
4 years ago. Having all the same problems as joshscott84 including the mystery horn door lock
thing. My mechanic initially stated it could be the computer but next day said he's almost
certain it's the crank shaft sensor. I would love to know the outcome of the car not cutting, the
horn and the locks. The reset worked. Turned key to ACC, waited 12 minutes, turned off,
counted to 3, and it started right up. Guru94LLN answered 3 years ago. So, same symptoms as
above. Used swapology and switched relay for the fuel pump. Worked great for a day.
Purchased new relay, all is well. Thnking fuel pump is going and causing relay to stick.
GuruZ49YR answered 3 years ago. Having same problem here! Car wont start. Would die while
driving. Changed plugs and distributer cap, put in new fuel pump. Going to try the anti theft
reset and if that dont work. Gona try a new coil block. Thanks for the tips! Guru5H answered 3
years ago. B answered 2 years ago. Nuich answered about a year ago. He folks, If the anti-theft
trick does not work, before changing the fuel pump, look at fuse 39 under the hood. It might
check good, but my Malibu had one end burnt and checked good. I changed the fuse and it fixed
the no start problem. KristyHenry answered about a year ago. Hi I was given a Chevy Malibu
that has been sitting for 5yrs and was told all it needs was a battery. Put the battery in and it
didn't start. So I listened to see if the fuel pump was coming on and it didn't. Then I checked the
relay switch by switching it out with another one and the fuel pump came on, so I tried to start
my car again and it didn't start. I came on here and saw the posts about the anti theft system
and that's exactly what it was! So ty no-mechanic and fizzwidget! Guru31W7G answered 7
months ago. Is this anti-theft system problem a recall? Ignition switch recall? I have a Chevy
Mailbu and it won't start. I have replaced the fuel pump and fuel filter. When I roll key forward I
get all dash indicator lights for secs then Yesterday I went to go start my car and it hesitated
like the battery was going out but it started so I then turned off the car and turned it back on
again; and it fired right up so I thought nothin My Chevy Malibu overheated and wouldn't start
the battery died after trying to start it so I tried to jump start it and it wouldn't start so I bought a
new battery thinking that was the proble My wife tried to leave work for lunch and the car would
not start. When I got off work, I tried to start it. No good. Changed plugs. Still no good. Ended up
having a bad battery. Replaced he batte MY brakes went out on my Malibu while driving,
replaced a shattered vacuum pump. When I try to start, the starter keeps on cranking even after
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Chevrolet Malibu question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Get
Started. Search Chevrolet Malibu Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely
Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars For Sale. Chevrolet fuel pump failures are a
common and growing problem. If you have a fuel pump harness connector that looks like the
flat one on the right or the square one at the bottom, then consider replacing it when replacing

the pump. More details about this are below, but you might want to download your Chevy
manual to help. The defective Chevy fuel pumps can cause a stalling condition or a no start
situation that can leave you stranded. It started on Chevrolet truck models from to model years,
but has expanded to other models as the connector and pump assemblies are not aging well. In
fact, I have a financially strapped friend with an 04 Silverado that now caries a heavy rubber
mallet in the truck. You can go on many automotive forums and see people discussing this
issue. Replacement of the fuel pump is not a quick or easy job. This is because the pump is
tank mounted and the fuel pump is replaced as a unit. The less gas in the tank the easier it is to
deal with. The replacement parts for the job are also not inexpensive. To make matters worse,
what I have seen are repeat failures of the replacement unit. The original Chevy pump motor has
a life expectancy of about years. Running the vehicle out of fuel, which will actually run the
pump in a dry state can shorten the expected life span. Gasoline is a petroleum product and
lubricates the inside of the fuel pump, impeller and other moving parts. In addition, debris and
sediment collects in the bottom of the tank and that stuff can damage the delicate internal
workings as well. Nevertheless, the more you run the vehicle low on fuel or out of fuel the more
damage will occur internally and the quicker the pump will fail. When you buy the replacement
parts from Delco, which is what I do for my customers and also recommend to driveway
mechanics, they will sell you a complete tank module. This factory replacement unit also
includes the fuel level gauge sender, hanger assembly and tank filter sometimes called the
sock. Some aftermarket replacement pumps just include the motor. This means you replace the
motor and transfer the used fuel pump sock, fuel sending unit, and hanger assembly. This
process leaves more room for error and is also a large cause of repeat failures. I have
experienced repeat failures even when using the most expensive replacement Delco parts. I
found a factory service bulletin that sheds some light on why it happens and what you can do to
solve the problem. I made a short video that reviews the technical bulletin and outlines a few
steps you can take to reduce repeat failures. The technical service bulletin that explains the
cause of the repeat failure of the Chevy fuel pump replacement unit covers all years from to and
includes all of the pickup trucks. The Chevrolet service bulletin states that the cause of the
repeat failures is due to worn or damaged electrical connectors at the fuel pump assembly.
When you get the Delco replacement parts it comes with a new connector on the fuel pump
side. The problem is the connector on the vehicle side of the harness. In the online Chevrolet
repair manual I use, a Tech Tip states, the connector should be replaced with the fuel pump
assembly. Since I first wrote this article the problem has expanded to the point a repair kit is
now available. The Fuel pump harness connector pigtail repair kit comes with heat shrink
connectors to protect the repair area. This is fifteen dollars well spent. Failure to replace the
electrical connector on the harness side can cause voltage spikes across the new fuel pump.
Over time this can damage the part. Replacement of the harness connector is a fairly simple
operation and the parts are readily available from your GM dealer parts department. Take a few
extra minutes and replace the connector. Give this fuel pump repair page a bookmark or share
with a friend. Then visit the fix cars blog for more auto repair information. Get access to the
specific repair procedures for your vehicle. Find wiring diagrams and tech tips along with parts
and labor estimates. The video section of this auto repair website has received a lot of positive
feedback. In fact it has more visitors than any other page. Watch a few of my online car repair
videos. This Chevrolet problems story is just one of my automotive news articles that you might
find helpful. You can look for more in the auto repair news section. You can also find out more
about the mechanics that built it and why they think that many people can fix their own vehicles
with some quality auto repair advice. Skip to content. GM flat fuel pump connector Chevrolet
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